We present a compressive sensing protocol that tracks a moving object by removing static components from a scene. The implementation is carried out on a ghost imaging scheme to minimize both the number of photons and the number of measurements required to form a quantum image of the tracked object. This procedure tracks an object at low light levels with fewer than 3% of the measurements required for a raster scan, permitting us to more effectively use the information content in each photon.
illuminates an object and is collected by a bucket detector, which does not provide spatial information. Its entangled partner photon is then incident on a spatially resolving detector gated by the first photon's bucket detector. Remarkably, an image of the object appears on the spatially resolving detector, even though its photon never directly interacted with the object 12 .
Compressive ghost imaging 5 allows one to replace the spatially resolving detector with a bucket detector. This procedure reduces both acquisition times for systems based on raster scanning and the required number of measurements for retrieving images 6 . These improvements have motivated an ongoing effort to implement technologies based on ghost imaging such as image encryption 13 , quantum sensors 14 , object identification 15 and most recently ghost imaging ladar 16 .
In spite of the advantages that technologies based on ghost imaging offer, they can be hard to implement in practice. Most current quantum optical technologies work at the single photon level, and are unfortunately vulnerable to noise and are inefficient, requiring many photons and many measurements 17 . To reduce these limitations, we apply an efficient form of compressive sensing. This allows us to overcome the main problems which undermine the practical application of many attractive correlated optical technologies. To demonstrate these improvements, we implement a ghost object tracking scheme that significantly outperforms traditional techniques. This opens the possibility of using correlated light in realistic applications for sparsity-based remote-sensing.
We present a proof-of-principle experiment based on a quantum ghost imaging scheme that allows us to identify changes in a scene using a small number of photons and many fewer realizations than those established by the Nyquist-Shannon criterion. 18 Object tracking and retrieval is performed significantly faster in comparison to previous protocols 5, 6, 12, [19] [20] [21] . This scheme uses compressive sampling to exploit the sparsity of the relative changes of a scene with a moving object. With this approach we can identify the moving object and reveal its trajectory. Our strategy involves removing static components of a scene and reduces the environmental noise present during the measurement process. This leads to the reduction of the number of measurements that we take and the number of photons required to form an image, both important issues in proposals for object tracking and identification 15, 19 Consider the ghost imaging scheme depicted in Fig. 1 . A laser pumps a nonlinear crystal oriented for type-I spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC). The approximated output state is given by first order perturbation theory, which leads us to the following two-photon entangled state:
We refer to the down-converted photons as the ghost and object photons denoted by the subindices g and o, respectively. The two-photon probability amplitude, which is responsible for the transverse momentum correlations existing between the ghost and object photons, is represented by the non-factorizable function f ( k g + k o ), where k is the transverse wavevector of the ghost or object photon. The form of this function depends on the phase-matching conditions, but it is often approximated by a double gaussian function 22 . This two-photon entangled state is strongly anti-correlated in transverse momentum, such that if the transverse momentum of the object photon is measured, the transverse momentum of the ghost photon is found to have the same magnitude and opposite direction. These momentum anti-correlations allow us to perform ghost imaging.
In our experiment, we use digital micromirror devices (DMDs) to impress spatial infor- 
D iÔ is a discrete gradient ofÔ at pixel i, µ is a weighting factor between the two terms, and A is the total sensing matrix containing all the pseudorandom matrices A m . Each matrix A m is represented into a 1D vector and constitutes a row of the total sensing matrix
A. The algorithm known as Total Variation Minimization by Augmented Lagrangian and
Alternating Direction (TVAL3) allows us to solve the aforementioned problem. The solution of the optimization problem allows us to recover the imageÔ, which is the compressed version of the original image O, with a resolution given by the dimensions of the matrix A m . The original image O is characterized by a sparsity number k, which means that the image can be represented in a certain sparse basis where k of its coefficients are nonzero. The number of performed measurements m is greater than the sparsity number k, but far fewer than the total number of pixels n contained in the original image. The constraints imposed in the recovery algorithm minimize the noise introduced during the measurement process.
We are able to compressively track and identify a moving object in a scene by discarding static pixels. A scene with a moving object possesses static elements that do not provide information about the object's motion or trajectory. These redundancies can be discriminated from the moving object as follows. Let us consider the projection of two different frames onto the same pseudorandom pattern. Each projective measurement picks up little information about the components of a frame. If the two projective measurements produce the same correlation value, it would imply that the two frames are identical and we are retrieving meaningless information which can be ignored. The opposite case would reveal information about the changes in a scene.
This protocol is formalized as follows. Two different correlation vectors, J j and J j−1 , corresponding to two consecutive frames are subtracted, giving ∆J. This introduces the following important modification to Eq. 3.
The subtracted vector ∆J is sparser than both J j or J j−1 , thus requiring fewer measurements for its reconstruction. This corresponds to fewer realizations of A m , and hence smaller sensing matrix A. Furthermore, subtracting the background in this manner mitigates the environmental noise present during the tracking process. The retrieved image ∆Ô will provide information about the relative changes in the scene.
Our experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 1 . A 325 nm, continuous-wave HeCd laser pumps a type-I phase matched BiBO crystal to produce degenerate entangled photon pairs at 650 nm. Two interference filters are placed after the nonlinear crystal. The first is a low pass filter that removes the pump and the second is a 650/12 nm narrowband filter that transmits the down-converted photons. A beam splitter probabilistically separates the two photons into ghost and object modes. An 88 mm focal length lens puts the far field of the crystal at the location of DMD. Two free space detectors receive the light reflected from the DMDs by means of two collection lenses with a 25 mm focal length. One DMD is used to display a scene with a moving object while the other is used to impress a series of random binary patterns. Coincidence counts are obtained within a 3 ns time window.
We apply this method to a scene with a flying object. The static components of the scene are a house, the moon and a tree. The object moves a certain distance in each iteration of the scene (insets of Fig. 2) . We first reconstruct a compressed ghost image of the static frame of the scene, which represents the background. In order to do this, we put 2000 different random patterns on DMD g , with DMD o displaying the background scene. These realizations 6 represent 49% of a raster scan. For each random pattern, we count coincidence detections for 8 s. Typical single count rates were 13.8 x 10 3 counts/s for the ghost and object arms with the coincidence counts approximately 2% of the single counts. Fig. 2(a) 
